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Our Union Adapts, Evolves, and Succeeds
OFT President, Rob Pittman, #9M
What we face may look insurmountable…. What I learned is that we are always stronger
than we know. - Arnold Schwarzenegger
Evolution is a unifying concept in science. In nature, environmental pressures can lead to
either extinction, or adaptation and survival. While stability is a condition that we strive
for, it does not promote growth or strength. It is struggle that drives evolution! It undoubtedly requires effort and tenacity, but as I regularly remind my students, without struggle,
one cannot develop strength.
After decades of relative calm and stability in our profession, we have recently faced increasingly daunting
challenges. We have adapted and, in my opinion, we are doing better than just surviving; we are thriving! No
Child Left Behind, Race to the Top, APPR, Charter Schools, tax caps, the Constitutional Convention, antiUnion groups, etc. are some of the many “environmental” pressures that we have faced and responded with
great resolve and success.
All around the country, we are seeing examples of unions strengthening in the face of adversity. As a result,
the struggles are compelling us to adapt. There have been some losses and some victories, but as the great Arnold Schwarzenegger also said: “Strength does not come from winning. Your struggles develop your
strengths. When you go through hardships and decide not to surrender, that is strength.”
In March of this year, all 55 counties in West Virginia school districts went on a nine-day strike in securing
their demands. Those demands were then extended to all state workers. Upon settlement, one union member
exclaimed “We overcame; we overcame!” As a result, West Virginia teachers inspired union members across
the country to connect on social media and support similar movements in Oklahoma, Arizona, and Kentucky.
In New York, our members rose to the challenge. This led to a defeat of a vote on holding a State Constitutional Convention. NYSUT members also increased their VOTE COPE contributions more than 6% in 2017
in order to support this fight. Movements are being made to return teacher evaluations to local control in New
York. NYSUT is even unionizing Charter Schools!
OFT is also adapting to the challenges. More members have stepped up and are actively engaging in our union
mission by participating in NYSUT’s Ambassador One-to-One program this spring. (continued on page 7)
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selves from the abuses that our brethren face, and it
takes a collective effort to produce collective
By Josh Hickey, #7
strength. This isn’t just an empty platitude; it works.
The second half of this school year has Many of the examples I’m thinking of reach well bebeen marked by the re-emergence of a yond our union membership and included participation
teacher-led labor movement. Teachers from our parent organizations; the American Federation
of Teachers (AFT) and New York State United Teachin West Virginia, Kentucky, Arizona, and elsewhere
ers (NYSUT).
are fighting back against the kind of legislation that
would harm teachers, union membership, the students
they teach, and the communities in which they live and I will start with one of our most profound success stories; the “Vote No!” on last November’s Constitutional
work.
Convention referendum. With the help of teachers,
This struggle did not begin overnight. Teachers in these school related professionals, and other workers across
the state, we prevented a route for the anti-union coalistates have faced years of aggressive legislation and
government action that has made it increasingly diffi- tion to undermine our strength. A “yes” vote could
have meant a swift end to worker’s compensation, colcult for educators to do their work. Years of stagnant
wages and public ridicule, in addition to legislation de- lective bargaining rights, and many other protections.
Earlier this year, our union membership participated in
signed to eat away at the core rights that educational
professionals deserve, galvanized these trailblazers into a drive to sign mock pledge cards in advance of the
taking very serious and public action. Because educa- commitment we will all be required to maintain the
tion professionals are one of the lynchpins of civil soci- OFT’s role in collective bargaining after the Janus deciety, the broader community heard these teacher’s voic- sion is rendered. At the high school, the number of
es and responded with enough support to convince leg- members who signed these pledge cards was a sign of
our commitment to each other.
islators in anti-union states to respond. It is easy for

#ImStickingWithOurUnion

opponents to cast these struggles as a fight over wages,
but that only scratches the surface of the struggle facing
these educators. They face austerity budgets, lack the
resources to be as effective as possible, and are blamed
for the majority of society’s ills. While these educators
won the fight over wages, the wider struggle continues.

Different schools have different ways of going about
things like this, but the Oceanside High School Sunshine Club worked all year to engage membership, foster a feeling of cohesion, and boost morale through our
holiday feast. We had an impressive number of members volunteer to participate in the pilot Ambassador
Program through NYSUT. Two volunteers participated
in NYSUT’s Member Organizing Institute in order to
speak with other NYSUT members locally about the
value of continued and vigorous union membership. All
of these aspects serve to help elevate our profession
and our professionalism. We’ve had success influencing school policy decisions through the committee process in everything from APPR to the formerly-named
Days of Limited Attendance policy. Not only do we
boast experienced leadership, but also fresh participants
who want to find a way to help their colleagues, and
their students, through collective effort.

Even states with strong unions are facing similar
threats. Wisconsin is an example of a state with a
strong union history where voters were convinced to
strip away the right for teachers’ unions to bargain anything other than a base salary. This undercut educators’
ability to negotiate the learning conditions for their students, such as class size and involvement in educational
decision making. In New York, the tax cap was implemented by voters because it was billed as a way to get
rising property taxes under control. In reality, it has
handcuffed districts across the state to a slim operational budget increase. Make no mistake: this is a way to
undermine our role in the educational process and to
Before I go any further I should say that this list is necweaken our collective strength.
essarily incomplete and skewed toward what I can see
going on here in my building. Yet I am certain these
Some of this may seem distant, but it is approaching.
The upcoming (as of press time) Janus decision is an- kinds of things are reflected across the district because
other volley against unions, and teachers’ unions spe- that is who we are and why we chose this exceptionally
important and valuable work. (continued on page 7)
cifically. There are things we can do to protect our3

The Annual OFT End-of-the-Year Party was held on May 15 at Temple Avodah. As the 2017-2018 school year
came to a close, OFT members representing all schools attended, socialized, and enjoyed delicious food and
drinks. All retirees were honored, and lotteries were held for lucky members to win prize baskets. Thank you to
all who attended, contributed, and were honored by the OFT.
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Congratulations to our 2017-2018 retirees!
#2 - Carolyn Grossman, Ellyn Levine
#3 - Sande DeStefano, Gail Levine
#6 - Joan Klein #7 - Robert Caridi, James Skinner
#8 - Shirley Cappell #9E - Cherie Meyers, David Stein
#9M - Pearl Greenfield
Teacher Aides - Sandra Burtis, Diane China
Monitors - Rose Faragasso, Nancy McDermott, Merry Stiklickas

Congratulations to Danielle Chiera #9E,
Kelly George #4, Julianne Kur #7 (not pictured), John LaCascia #7, Zachary Richter
#9M, and Jaclyn Tobin #5 on being
awarded tenure.

Talia and John Madden, both
of #7, welcomed Maya
Natalie on May, 8th. She
weighed in at 6lbs., 9oz.
Rosaria Naughton, #9M and
her husband Eric welcomed
Eric Anthony on February 1st
He weighed in at 5lbs. 10oz
and 18 inches.

Esther Castillo, #6Castleton,
and her husband Alex
welcomed Andrew Jose on
February 25th. He weighed in
at 8lbs. 11oz. and 21 inches

Leanne Vignola, #7 her husband,
Jayson and big brother, Joseph
welcomed Michael Christopher on
February 14th. He weighed in at
6lbs 12oz and 20 inches.
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suffer from significant teacher shortages in areas such
as Special Education, Math, Science, Bilingual Education and World Languages. In traditionally “red” states,
where tax-cutting politicians have choked education
budgets, legislators continue to allocate fewer dollars
per student than they had in 2008. It is additionally
worth noting that, in the U.S., we spend three times
more annually on each inmate than we invest in a
child’s education. This is likely why Pedro Noguera of
The Nation affirms “It’s become clear that the fight
over the future of public education is a major front in
the fight over the future of American democracy.”

Teachers Walk Out
By Angelo Musto
Working two or three jobs, relying on
charitable organizations for food and
other essentials, and even qualifying for
government assistance, teachers in
states across the country have had
enough! Inadequate funding for education has created
conditions that have driven educators and their families
to picket lines. When teachers began to protest and
walk out en masse in West Virginia in February of this
year, no one knew that it would have such an impact,
and ultimately influence Oklahoma, Kentucky, Arizona, and Colorado to follow suit. Furthermore, there is
little indication that these walkouts have come to an
end; North Carolina is currently discussing whether
they too will head to the picket line.

Thus far, the strikes and protests have been successful.
In West Virginia, the walkouts resulted in a fivepercent pay increase for teachers as well as for other
public workers. In Oklahoma, where teacher pay is
among the lowest in the country, teachers have been
guaranteed a $6,000 annual increase in salary and additional raises for support staff. In Arizona, another state
in which teacher pay ranks among the lowest in the
country, educators ended their walkout after six days
when the governor agreed to an education-funding bill
dubbed the “20 x 2020,” which will increase pay by
20% over three years. It also increases funding for support staff, textbooks, technology and infrastructure. In
Kentucky, the state legislature increased funding to
$4,000 per student. Finally, in Colorado, where schools
are severely underfunded, teachers were able to win
concessions to expand funding for education and to increase salaries in certain districts.

These walkouts are taking place at a time in our nation
when indicators point to an overall improved U.S.
economy. However, education spending in many states
remains at austerity levels. Teacher salaries since the so
-called Great Recession are down nearly five percent
after taking inflation into account, while salaries in
some states are even lower. Our teacher colleagues in
the above-mentioned states are not picketing solely for
a living wage and reasonable healthcare benefits; they
are fighting to improve the conditions in which they
teach and the quality of education that their students
receive. These courageous teachers are striking to address the inadequate funding that has left their schools
with unmanageable class sizes, outdated textbooks, deteriorating buildings, cuts to indispensable mentalhealth school services, and more. When questioned
about the plights many public schools are facing, Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos recently admitted on
60 Minutes that “[she has] not intentionally visited
schools that are underperforming.” Is it a surprise that
she demonstrates little concern for struggling public
schools, when she and her billionaire husband are
leading the movement to privatize public education?

Scott Heins/Getty Images

This brings us to the intersection of public education
and the rights of children. In the United States, levels
of childhood poverty, food insecurity, and homelessness are among the highest in the industrialized world.
Research has shown that communities of color tend to
be those hit hardest by underfunded schools and often

Here in Oceanside, we tend to feel removed from many
of the struggles with which our fellow teachers across
the country confront. That being said, as we await the
impending SCOTUS decision in the Janus case, it is
crucial to recognize that (continued on page 7 )
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(Pittman continued from page 1)
Our spring VOTE-COPE campaign successfully encouraged our members to increase their contributions,
and the OFT was recently recognized for its high average membership contributions. The OFT will also
soon join the growing number of NYSUT locals who have 100% re-commitment cards signed by their
members.
As I end my first year as OFT President, I want to thank you all for the faith and support you have given
our OFT Building Representatives, our officers, and me. We all strive to do the best for all our members
and appreciate the trust you have in us. I am always mindful of the fact our Union is dependent on the collective solidarity of our members. It is YOU who make up the UNION!
Have a wonderful summer, relaxing with friends and family and re-energizing for the 2018-19 school year.

We want to hear from you!!
Do you have something to say, or good news you want to share? Please send your writings, news, and/or
photos to jjohnson@oceansideschools.org and bweinstein@oceansideschools.org.

Attention All Retirees!
If you have not been receiving email from the OFT Retirees Chapter or if you know any retiree who is
not receiving the OFTimes, please contact Rita Kaikow, the OFTRC email manager, at
oftrcmail@gmail.com so you can be added to the distribution list.

(Musto continued from page 6)

(Hickey continued from page 3)

out of those mentioned in this article, Colorado is the
only state that, technically, IS NOT “Right-toWork.” This reminds us of the role a strong union
plays in negotiating a living wage, maintaining suitable working conditions, and most importantly, protecting the rights and welfare of our students.

A recent article in the New York Times by Noam
Scheiber indicated: “...there is no substitute for a
strong union in the long-term struggle against powerful antagonists. And even the West Virginia walkout would have been impossible without the unions,
which presided over an authorization vote in every
county.”

Most of us would agree that far too often the teaching profession “gets a bad rap.” In this instance,
however, educators would be wise to pause and
acknowledge the sacrifice that so many of our union
brothers and sisters across the nation have made for
our profession. Teachers around the country are organizing and turning out the vote – some are even
running for office. As demonstrated in a recent poll
taken by the Associated Press, a significant majority
of Americans recognize that teachers are underpaid
and a small majority said that it would be willing to
pay higher taxes in order to remedy income disparity. These teachers have played an important role in
galvanizing the public opinion in our favor. To them,
I take off my hat.

“You can’t organize a strike on Facebook, even if
everyone sounds really excited,” said Cathy Kunkel,
an organizer with the progressive group Rise Up
West Virginia who helped teachers strategize. “To
really get the teachers marching in lockstep, they
needed the heft of a union.”
For these reasons, and more,
#ImStickingWithOurUnion.
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Congratulations, OFT!
As a union, we have contributed a notable amount of funds to the Vote-COPE Committee. Our contributions
help represent our parent union—NYSUT—to state representatives so that our rights and protections are upheld. The letter that details the recognition is below:
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